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Day Trip Diary
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hat is public art? Often, it’s a sculpture of a
“great man” or a queen on
a pedestal. But I believe it’s
time to broaden the idea
of public art to the things
people create that provide
visual pleasure and trigger reflection. Public art reveals glimpses of the culture in
which it lives—and often allows us a bit of
time travel.

but can also be viewed inside government buildings, houses of worship, shops
and restaurants. I include the animal menageries decorating the tops of buildings,
lozenges with faces peering out, fabric art,
murals, mythical beings populating niches, an exceptional doorway, the chiselled
frieze above a window. When searching
for public art, I don’t just look at eye level,
but up. Real treasures can be found by
planting your feet and lifting your eyes.

Public art may be sculpted by architects and engineers, like the grace of a
majestic suspension bridge, or the stunning fluidity of recent buildings populating Shanghai and Berlin. Still, this article
is about Victoria, British Columbia, so I’ll
focus on public art with roots deep in the
history and environs of this ocean-enveloped city. Ironically, the story begins at
the Inner Harbour with a great man on a
pedestal.
Here he stands, a bewigged, bronze
Captain James Cook 1 on his granite
base. Cook, arguably the greatest navigator of all time, was the first European to
set foot on Vancouver Island in 1778, and,
like others exploring for the Royal Navy,
claimed it for the British crown. Facing inland toward the famed Fairmont Empress
Hotel, his figure signals the first omens
of colonial conquest. Queen Victoria declared British Columbia a Crown Colony
in 1858.
A block or so away, we find a stunningly
different form of public art. Thunderbird
Park, next to the Royal BC Museum, is
home to the Mungo Martin House, 2
representing a Kwakiutl “big house.” The
Museum calls the park a “Place of Cultural Sharing.” Eleven painted totems
are scattered around the gently sloping
grassy meadow. Totems have been at this
location for 75 years, but as the wood decayed in our soggy climate, they were replaced by Kwakwaka’Wakw master carver
Mungo Martin and later by Henry Hunt
and sons Tony and Richard.
Totems are part of the coast’s indigenous
traditions. Their popularity grew during
the 19th century when metal tools became widely available, then waned when
potlatches were forbidden. A resurgence
began in the 1950s. During our walks in
downtown Victoria, we’ll find totems by
Parliament, the harbour and City Hall.
Public art is usually displayed outside,

In front of the Royal BC Museum, we
run into a brilliant Kwakwaka’Wakw totem with a bear holding a human 3 , a
sun-man holding a copper and a thunderbird. We also see the first of seven bronze
“Signs of Lekwungen” spindle whorls 4
scattered around the region. Coast Salish
artist Butch Dick created the bronze castings of the whorls used by indigenous
women to spin wool from goat and dog
hair, and then sheep’s wool after their in-
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troduction in the 1850s.
B.C.’s Dutch community donated the
27-metre Netherlands Centennial Carillon 5 on the corner of Government and
Belleville in honour of Canada’s contributions to the liberation of the Netherlands
in the Second World War. Its 62 bells peal
hourly and in artistic concerts reverberating through the harbour.
Parliament
Buildings are
crowned by a gilded statue of Captain
George Vancouver 6 peering out over
the city, perhaps surprised by how concrete, asphalt and glass have supplanted
the longhouses and forests. Vancouver, another great navigator, charted the coasts of
Oregon, Washington, B.C. and Alaska between 1792 and 1794.
The neo-baroque 1898 Parliament designed by Francis Rattenbury is, of course,
The

a public place—one filled with gorgeous
rooms, carvings, sculptures, engravings,
marble floors and paintings. It’s a building
full of pomp and majesty, reminding visitors that serious law-making occurs here.
Guided and self-guided tours are available
most days (leg.bc.ca). The edifice’s outside
decorations include 26 sculptures inserted
in wall niches, including Sir Frances Drake
and Chief Maquinna. Multiple stone carvings around windows and on columns reveal impish or bizarre faces interlaced with
the scrolls and whorls.
On Parliament’s front lawn, a lone First
World War soldier 7 , with bayoneted rifle,
honours veterans of 20th century wars and
Canada’s peacekeepers. Another tall totem, Queen Victoria in bronze and a cenotaph for Vancouver Island’s first governor,
James Douglas, also grace the lawn.
Behind the Parliament, a bounteous
fountain 8 displays bronze B.C. wildlife—wolf, bear, eagle, gulls and raven.
Several monuments commemorate those
who died in service: police, firefighters
and paramedics. The humourous wooden
“Speaker’s Chair,” 9 complete with small
table and a tricorn hat, honours those
who’ve “served as Presiding Officer of the
B.C. Legislature.”
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Across Menzies Street, all of Cana-

da’s heraldry is displayed in the Confederation Garden Court—colourfully celebrating 100 years of Confederation. A spouting
fountain fronts Canada’s Coat of Arms 10
with its motto, A Mari usque ad Mare (from
Sea to Sea). The seal is flanked by a lion
and a unicorn and also discloses the nation’s British and French origins. The adjacent semi-circular walls present the seals
of the 10 provinces and the two territories
of the time.
The adjacent bronze figure may surprise.
The slender female, clad in flowing robes,
memorializes Canadians who fought in
the MacKenzie-Papineau Brigade against
Franco’s fascist regime during the 1930s
Spanish Civil War. Unsanctioned, they’re
not recognized by the war memorial.
Recrossing Belleville and return-

ing to the Inner Harbour, lines of brass
plaques on the causeway’s balustrade
honour many maritime heroes and ships
that have called Victoria home. Thus we
learn the Sisters of St. Anne, who founded
the first school and hospital here, arrived
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on the Seabird in 1858; that James Douglas sailed on the paddle-wheeler Beaver to
build the Hudson’s Bay’s Fort Victoria in
1843; that Tony Gooch made his successful,
non-stop, solo sailing circumnavigation
from Victoria in 2002 to 2003; and that the
only fully-rigged clipper ship registered in
Victoria, Thermopylae, traded between here
and Rangoon, Burma.
Across the street, we encounter one of
Canada’s most famous artists: Emily Carr
11 . Sculpted by Barbara Paterson,
Emily sits on a boulder with her
sketchbook in hand and turns her
face toward her monkey, Woo, who
lounges on her shoulder while her
dog Billie roams nearby.

indigenous canoe is filled with berries as
it sneaks through tall reeds.
After passing a flowered orca by the
Victoria Regent Hotel, we end up at Swan’s
Hotel and Brewpub 15 (Pandora and
Store). It’s a good place to quaff a craft beer
and eat a burger or crispy calamari. Swan’s
was owned by the late Michael Williams,
a shepherd from Wales, who was vital to
Victoria’s old-town redevelopment. Swan’s
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Walking along the Empress

Hotel on Government, cross to 812
Wharf Street and the well-sited
Victoria Visitor Centre with its Art
Deco tower. It seems strange, but
this building began in 1931 as an
Imperial Oil gas station as cars became commonplace.
The Wharf Street sculpture just
beyond the Centre is called “The
Homecoming” 12 . Victoria is home
to the Royal Canadian Navy Maritime Forces Pacific and ships depart
for many months. The Nathan Scott
bronze, with an ecstatic small girl
running to her dad returning from
sea, celebrates the sailors’ and their
families’ service, and the Navy’s
100th anniversary. A bronze Captain John Mason 13 , hatted and
beribboned, is seated on a bench
nearby and watches the family reunion with a gentle smile while
holding a newspaper proclaiming
“Peace” and “Germany surrenders.”
The two Rithet buildings at 11171125 Wharf Street represent artistry in cast iron. Tall iron columns,
cast in 1861, decorate the buildings’
fronts. At the top of each column a highly
molded capital is topped by a caduceus—a
winged staff with two entwined serpents
14 , representing the mythological symbol of commerce (and thieves). Around
the corner, you’ll find more commerce:
Bastion Square, with its former courthouse/jail and the first Board of Trade
Building (1892) festooned with artistic
friezes. Close to Government Street, a
wall painting depicts Fort Victoria, built
by the Hudson’s Bay Company in 1843.
On summer weekends, the square hosts
a public market beneath the “Commerce
Canoe” sculpture by Illarion Gallant. The
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is filled with Williams’ gorgeous collection
of paintings, native carvings and masks 16
17 18 . A famous portrait of Pierre Trudeau
hangs over a doorway.
Remain on Wharf, turn right on Fisgard
and enter Canada’s oldest Chinatown
(1858). A riot of colour enhances façades,
waste cans, lanterns—even the veggies
spread-out on the sidewalks. At Government, the 1981 monumental Gates of
Harmonious Interest 19 , with glazed tiles
and gilded dragons, span the street and is
flanked by stone lions. Across the street,
admire painter Robert Amos’ dramatic

mural, “Dragon Dance.” On the opposite
corner, a statue of Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, the
founding father of the Republic of China,
was unveiled in 2015. He visited Victoria
three times and has become part of the
city’s history.
Continue diagonally into Centen-

nial Square, which lies adjacent to Victoria’s 1890 City Hall. A fountain with three
sparkly gold mosaic monoliths focuses
the square—the spires symbolize the
three stages of human life 20 . “Two
Brothers Spirit Poles,” 5.5 metres tall,
have graced the entrance since 2009;
Butch Dick and son, Clarence, carved
and painted the poles with the three
traditional colours—black, red and
green 21 . Sandra Millott’s kiln-glass
mosaic, “Celebration” adorns one wall
22 . And a small bronze dog with a water bowl offers a humourous but practical touch for those accompanied by
their pooch.
Walking along Pandora by City
Hall’s south side, we spy an 1873 bell
cast in Birmingham that called firefighters to duty, and now honours
those who perished during blazes.
Next, Canada’s first prime minister,
John A. MacDonald 23 , seems ready
to step off his platform and enter City
Hall, which displays its seal, with
winged figures forming a V, reinforcing the memory of the Queen after
whom the city was named.
Turn

right

on Douglas Street

and walk south. It’s a most mercantile of streets and many buildings
have come, gone or been adapted to
new uses. Banks have always tried to
validate their solidity and the Bank
of Montreal, on Yates and Douglas, is
a leading example of old-fashioned
strength and grandeur. Its motto,
Concordia Salus, means “Prosperity
through Harmony,” and its crest’s brass
indigenous figures symbolize the trade relationship that built Canada’s economy. A
beaver tops the coat-of-arms. Several regal
stone lions look down on the mortals who
do business at the bank.
One block west (Yates and Broad), we
come upon the University of Victoria Legacy Gallery—a great place to pop in to enjoy the ever-changing art exhibits. Above
the main door, we see a bas-relief with
two plains Aboriginals, a beaver and the
words, “Industry, Intelligence, Integrity
24 .”This was the Bank of Toronto’s seal until
it merged with the Dominion Bank in 1955.

One block south (View and Douglas),
McDonalds, in its 1991 post-modern building, reused the Art Deco tile-mosaics from
the defunct Kresge store (1930) and cleverly inserted their Golden Arches above
the windows 25 .
On Government and View, the Irish
Times Pub—a chateau-style double-decker designed by Francis Rattenbury in 1894,
flanks the entrance to Bastion Square. It’s
a former Bank of Montreal; check out its
carved insets 26 .
At Fort and Government, the Bard and
Banker Pub occupies the premises of a
flock of former banks—the first, the Bank
of British Columbia, opened its doors in
1885. The building is substantial and durable—indicative of its trustworthiness.
Among generations of bank staff, poet
Robert Service is the most renowned.
Again, the stone carvings’ faces and flourishes on this edifice deserve scrutiny.
At 1108 Government, the iconic Munro’s
Books was once a Royal Bank branch. Jim
and Alice Munro (yes, that Alice) restored
it to its neo-classic design, so while you
shop their vast book inventory, view the
seven-metre ceiling and the lavender,
rose and gold Art Nouveau stained-glass
windows. Jim’s second wife, fabric artist Carole Sabiston, wove the outstanding
tapestries 27 that ornament the walls, including the “Four Seasons Suite,” and banners celebrating books like 1984 and Alice
in Wonderland.
Stroll south on Government until
you reach the Francis Rattenbury-designed Empress Hotel. The “grande dame”
of Canadian Pacific Hotels, built in 1908
and now owned by Fairmont, faces the Inner Harbour and is decked with Edwardian décor 28 . One of my favourites is the
dazzling stained-glass skylight dome of
the Palm Court Room—once covered by
drywall. Inlaid, variegated marble floors
reflect the dome’s light.
The public art adventure ends by trailing
through the Empress’s glass conservatory to
the Victoria Conference Centre. Its glass architecture with Roman arches reminds me
of Renaissance cathedrals. Three magnificent totems 29 are complimented by a vibrant Susan Point spindle whorl carving 30 .
I’d come full circle from the Thunder-

bird Park to the Conference Centre’s indigenous sculptures. Along the way, public art
with historic figures, quirky faces and animals, totems and murals, have provided a
cool, informative journey. Victoria’s public
art is a gift for the senses.
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